LIVING

AOX Antioxidant
Alkaline Water

SPRING
OF LIFE

Singapore artiste, Sherry Tan,
is an AOX water customer so
thoroughly convinced of its
goodness that she turned
proud spokesperson. Read
more about how her whole
family experienced significant
health benefits from this
miracle water.

Sherry first heard about
the benefits of alkaline water from
her friend and that convinced her to
start drinking it too; only problem
was that she could not find a brand
that she liked. After doing research,
she found out about AOX: AOX
took a blood test for a pre-AOX
cleansed Sherry, and the results
showed that her blood cells were
clustered together and there was the
presence of harmful free radicals.
After drinking AOX water, she took
the test again, and this time, her
blood cells were no longer clustered,
and the free radicals were gone.
Seeing is believing, and Sherry was
so sold by the wellness AOX water
can bring to one that she bought the
AOX dispenser.

Drink Your Way
To Health

After a few months of drinking
AOX water, Sherry felt more
energetic. She also extended the
benefits of AOX water into her
beauty regime, using it to soothe
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her pimples, which helped them to
heal faster.
AOX water has also helped
her children’s and brother’s skin
woes. Whether is it eczema, rashes
or red spotting, they all improved
dramatically with less severe itch
and inflammation, to the point
that prescribed medication need no
longer be taken. She and her family
also fell sick less often, evident to the
immunity boosting effects of AOX
water. And the best part for her as
a mum? She no longer has to nag
at her children to drink up because
they enjoy the refreshing taste of
AOX water so much that they
happily down tanks of it on their
own accord.

We Are What
We Drink

Sherry likens having the AOX
dispenser to having a natural spring
in her home. Up to 70% of our
human body is made up of water.
Shouldn’t we then choose the best
quality to put running through our
veins? Choose AOX water today.

Blood Cells Observed Through
Darkfield Microscope

Before drinking AOX;
clustered blood cells

After drinking AOX;
healthy blood cells

Lifestyle/AOX Giveaway
Win one AOX-2000 Water Dispenser
(Worth $1899) or One of 50 Free Live
Blood Analysis sessions (worth $120
each) Fill the coupon and mail to:
Robinson Road
Post Office
P.O. Box 189
Singapore 900339
Winners will be
notified by email.
Name: ___________________________
________________________________
Sex:________________Age:_________
NRIC no:________________________
Mobile/Tel: _______________________
Address: _________________________
________________________________
Email: ___________________________
Closing date: 15 June 2013

